Green Group Kindergarten, Weekly Reflection
Term 1, Thursday 14th March, 2019

We continued building on our birds knowledge and were ready to try our hand at moulding and pushing the clay with our hands to make a harder nest to store and keep. We also painted
some clay birds to put out in the fairy garden to share with everyone when you walk through the entrance.
We talked about our senses because not everyone liked the touch of sticky, messy , dirty fingers when making the mud nest. The clay has a different texture to feel but it also wet and clingy
to your hands. We encourage children to explore varied art and also manipulation of fingers with hard surfaces to strengthen hands for their writing skills. We used feathers, soft wool ad
sticks to add to the nest making. Next week we will have a dentist visit and we touched on the taste sense used for eating food and healthy food groups to keep our teeth and bones strong.
To extend the block interest in the program a set of smaller varied shaped blocks with a conveyor belt was placed on the table. The children had begun making ramp structures and were so
excited with the up and down process . So what happens when we turn the knob for the conveyor belt ? The children piled blocks, turned the knob and used curious exploration as they
watched how the turning wheel affected the blocks. Cause and Affect to discover in Term 2!!
For our quiet time today we talked about our families as who made up our family context and how many people were in our families.
Children enjoyed naming and counting each family member before we sat down to try and draw our own family. We have asked each family for a photo for our family book which we will
put together and in Term 2 we will show and tell about things we do with our family. Can’t wait for continued chats in Term 2.

